
Vatican doctrinal expert Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger
declared this week that Catholics enjoyed "fuller" access to
salvation than other Christians. The message, which irked
Protestants and Orthodox Christians, was directed at
liberal Catholics the Vatican considers deficient for their
openness to other faiths.

Mother church
scolds the family
Declaring members of other faiths
lesser Christians, Vatican steps
into the past

By Martin E. Marty
SPECIAL TO MSNBC.COM

   

CHICAGO, Sept. 6 —  The Vatican offended — it
intended to offend — many people this week.
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, the Congregation for
the Doctrine of the Faith, and behind them Pope
John Paul II, issued a declaration that put
non-Catholic Christians and adherents of all
other religions in their place. They are, the
statement said, “in a gravely deficient situation
in comparison with those who, in the [Roman
Catholic] church, have the fullness of the means
of salvation.”
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Peter de Rosa
“After Peter, the centuries roll by, full of controversies, any one of which today would involve immediate recourse to Rome for a decision . . . We have already noted that not a single Father can find any hint of a Petrine office in the great biblical texts that refer to Peter. Papal supremacy and infallibility, so central to the Catholic church today, are simply not mentioned. Not a single creed, nor confession of faith, nor catechism, nor passage in patristic writings contains one syllable about the pope, still less about faith and doctrine being derived from him.”Peter de Rosa,Vicars of Christ: The Dark Side of the Papacy, Bantam Press, 1988, p. 206.

Malachi Martin
“According to Catholic belief and traditional practice, all power to govern, to teach, to administer the temporal and spiritual affairs of the Catholic Church whether in Rome or elsewhere originates in the pope as Christ's representative. The pope is the first source and the ultimate recourse in the power structure. That one man as pope is given the plenitude of power. All others merely share in it. This is why all positions of power, except that of pope, are appointive: Power is given them by the pope. Only the position of pope is attained by election.But the man elected pope does not receive his papal power from the cardinal-electors who vote him in. They do not possess that power. Catholic belief and dogma is that if a man is validly elected by the authorized electors, the cardinals, then God automatically confers the plenitude of power directly on the pope-elect.”Malachi Martin,Rich Church, Poor ChurchG. P. Putnam's Sons, 1984, p. 87.) (Dr. Martin, formerly a Jesuit priest and a professor at the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome, received his doctorate in Semitic languages, archaeology and Oriental history at the University of Louvain. He also studied at Oxford and at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. His published books include a two-volume work, The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scrolls [1958], and several studies of Semitic paleography. He has done archaeological works at diggings in Egypt, Lebanon and Jordan, and he speaks modern Arabic as well as Hebrew.)

Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger
“The coming of God's kingdom means the defeat of Satan's: “If it is by the Spirit of God that I cast out demons, then the kingdom of God has come upon you.”277 Jesus' exorcisms free some individuals from the domination of demons. They anticipate Jesus' great victory over “the ruler of this world.” ”278   (277. Mt 12:26, 28; 278. Jn 12:31, cf. Lk 8:26-39.)Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger (Interdicasterial Commission) Catechism of the Catholic Church, U.S.C.C. Inc., Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 1994, p. 121.)

Peter de Rosa
“The Pope and the Council contained aspects of papal history completely unknown to me. I had been brought up as a Catholic, had gone through the usual six-year seminary course prior to ordination, had graduated from a Catholic university, the Gregorianum in Rome, and had never come across such ideas. This is partly to be explained by the partisan nature of seminary education and the fact that in such establishments history is a Cinderella subject. The misbehaviour of popes is lightly dwelt or even excised, rather in the way that Trotsky was cut out of all Soviet history by Stalin . . . My ignorance must also be set down to the preference Catholics have for a history of the papacy that can be read with white gloves on. It is not easy to admit that one's leaders were often barbarians, or that the good popes sometimes did far more harm than good.Thus, quite late in my career, I felt obliged to examine the history of Catholic ideas and institutions, the later of course including the papacy. It was a long and sometimes painful form of a self-education.”Peter de Rosa,Vicars of Christ, The Dark Side of the Papacy, Bantam Press, 1988, p. 455-56. (Peter de Rosa is author of many books including Bless Me, Father, Christ and Original Sin, and Jesus Who became Christ. In Vicars of Christ. He dispels myths about the papacy in favor of hard facts, and provides everyone, Catholic and non-Catholic alike, with the true, alarming story of the dark origins of the Church.)

Peter de Rosa
“By conforming to the decrees of the Biblical Commission, Catholic scholars effectively put themselves outside reputable academic life. Against all the accumulating evidence, they had to accept that Moses wrote the whole of the Pentateuch (the first five books of the Bible), and that chapters 40-66 of Isaiah were from one hand. Fifty years after the Origin of Species, they had to hold and teach that the first three chapters of Genesis was strictly historical. The first woman was formed from the rib of Adam; the first sin was a transgression of a specific divine command at the temptation of the devil in the form of a serpent. In 1907, the Biblical Commission 'decided' that all four gospels were written by those whose names they bear, and Paul wrote all the pastoral epistles as well as the Epistles to the Hebrews . . . And yet for well over a hundred years, long before Darwin, no sophisticated person, religious or irreligious, had been able to take the early Chapters of Genesis literally. If the church had not put Voltaire on the Index, it might have learned form him. In his Homily on the Old Testament, he pointed out the errors and contradictions of the text of Genesis. The idea that all man's woes, even sickness and death, are due to the fault of a First Parent of the race is no more credible than Pandora's box. Only when the myth is accepted as a myth does it have beauty and meaning.”Peter de Rosa,Vicars of Christ: The Dark Side of the Papacy, Bantam Press, 1988.

J. McCabe
“The.Catholic EncyclopaediaA very pretentious work in fifteen large and sumptuous volumes (1907-12), which was financed by the wealthy Catholics of the United States. In the Introduction it promises "the whole truth without prejudice" and says that in ascertaining the truth "the most recent and acknowledged scientific methods are employed." In reality it often employs the worst tricks and vices of Catholic propaganda, so that it can safely be consulted only for illustrations of these and for details of undisputed Catholic teaching, ritual, and administration. In Biblical matters — one need not read farther than "Adam" — it is almost always Fundamentalist; in biography (of saints, Popes, etc.) it is childishly credulous; in history, particularly the history of the Papacy and of the crimes and vices of the Middle Ages, it is monstrously untruthful; in quoting authorities it is gravely deceitful; and in scientific articles (evolution, etc.) it is little above the level of the American Baptists. An exposure of its historical methods will be found in McCabe's Popes and their Church (4th ed., 1904, pp. 97-109), but specimens occur in many articles of this work. Another feature of interest is that the writers are almost entirely priests or professional propagandists, which reveals the extraordinary poverty of the Church in distinguished lay scholars. Hilaire Belloc is entrusted with only one short article ("Land Tenure"), and that on a "safe" subject. The peculiarities of Catholic Truth exhibited in the work are so singular that, in order to confuse the non-Catholic who might compare the articles with those of ordinary encyclopaedias, the American and English Catholics went on to secure an important influence in the writing of the latest edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica and the new Encyclopaedia Americana.” J. McCabe,Rationalists Encyclopaedia

Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger
“The Lord denounces lying as the work of the devil: “You are of your father the devil, . . . there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks according to his own nature, for he is a liar and the father of lies.”28 Lying is the most direct offense against the truth. To lie is to speak or act against the truth in order to lead into error someone who has the right to know the truth. By injuring man's relation to truth and to his neighbor, a lie offends against the fundamental relation of man and his word to the Lord.”(281. Jn 8:44)Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger (Interdicasterial Commission), Catechism of the Catholic Church
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Don’t expect the
interfaith dialogue
to cease as a result
of the Vatican’s
declaration that all
faiths are not
created equal. But
some people are
offended.

       NO SURPRISES THERE. In its most friendly moments
and gestures, as with two formal documents issued during the
Second Vatican Council (1962-65), Roman Catholicism never
suggested that “one religion is as good as another” - the theme
that Tuesday’s declaration attacked. Never did it suggest that
Catholicism possessed anything but “the fullness of the means
of salvation.” No deluded Orthodox Christian of the East, no
Protestant of the West, no Anglican, ever entered ecumenical
conversation unaware of Rome’s claims. Tit-for-tat: never did
they regard their own truth, goodness, or fullness as inferior to
Catholicism.
       
AN UNFORTUNATE METAPHOR
       Still, Christians across the boundaries of their churches, and
non-Christians across higher barriers, found and will find it
profitable and, yes, God-pleasing, to keep the conversations
going. Will their tone change? The headlines mention the
“anger” of non-Catholics. Was Cardinal Ratzinger out to rap
their knuckles and wash out their mouths?
       

  Faith matters

Join the conversation
• Religion & Ethics discussion

board

       No. The declaration
was mainly aimed at
Catholics who Rome
regards as half-faithful.
Catholic theologians and lay
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• Read the news: Vatican rejects
equality of faiths

people are the relativists the
Vatican is targeting. In
following the “principle of
tolerance and respect for

freedom” they “manipulate” Vatican II reform ideas and in
effect are guilty of giving the store away. The document
chastens them, and many of them will react.
       What, then, about the angered outsiders? Don’t expect the 1
billion non-Catholics to march on Rome, the center of the 1
billion Catholics. Don’t even expect them to break off
conversation. But if their efforts to realize Christian unity are to
prosper, we have to listen to why they are offended over
not-new claims by Rome.
       
FROM BRETHREN TO DAUGHTERS

No deluded
Orthodox
Christian of the
East, no Protestant
of the West, no
Anglican, ever
entered
ecumenical
conversation
unaware of
Rome’s claims.
Tit-for-tat: never
did they regard
their own truth,
goodness, or
fullness as inferior
to Catholicism.

       Here the document scandalizes chiefly because of an
unfortunate choice of a metaphor and a phrase. The Vatican
council document, official teaching approved by the bishops,
almost a score of times spoke of non-Catholic Christians as
“brethren,” as in “separated brethren” - today they would say
“brothers and sisters.” Cardinal Ratzinger’s declaration deprives
them of that status and wants them to be thought of as
“daughters.”
       Are we seeing some memory loss, the result of distraction
occasioned by the Congregation’s desire to set the Roman
Catholic house in order at the expense of what it has since
November, 1964 been saying? Note: the “Decree on
Ecumenism” of that date stressed “the restoration of unity
among all Christians,” not, as here, the “return” of daughters to
mother. Yes, that document talked of “the entire fullness of the
means of salvation” stewarded by Rome. But it did not talk
about all other Christians being in a “gravely deficient”
situation.
       In their eagerness to oppose the “religious relativism” that
Rome hears among too many of its theologians and lay people,
the drafters forget most of the very positive things the Church
has said about the means of salvation and pursuit of truth
among the other Christians.
       
FROM ‘SISTERS’ TO DAUGHTERS?
       We hear now that the Congregation does not want
Catholics to speak of us as belonging to “sister churches,” in
other words of being the separated “brethren” that Vatican II
officially calls us. Such language, it will be said, contradicts the
church’s identity as the “mother” of all churches.
       What we have here is to some extent a case of “it’s not
what you say but the way that you say it.” The “mother” image,
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valid among many Catholics, is condescending in the eyes of
those who have become used to being brothers and sisters, as
they had and have still a right to be.
       That “religious relativism” is out there in Catholicism and
beyond is threatening. That it can undercut witness about the
“fullness of salvation” is clear. The Vatican must counter it.
       Will the drafters of the declaration succeed in their effort?
They have cleared the air and clarified one part of the teaching
as they confused another, though the scolding tone of the
document is likely to be less successful than the persuasive tone
we often associate with the efforts of always firm John Paul II.
       
CONTRADICTING VATICAN II

It’s unlikely the
world’s 1 billion
non-Catholics will
march on Rome.
And interfaith
conversations will
continue. But if
efforts to realize
Christian unity are
to prosper, we
have to listen to
why people are
offended.

       Does the Congregation intend to break off ecumenical talk
and end church-unity efforts? Of course not. It dare not, unless
it wants to go beyond choosing an offensive choice of metaphor
back to a direct contradiction of Vatican II and, hence, against
Church teaching.
       Will all this counter “religious relativism?” Ironically, it
may exacerbate it in the ears of those who will once again hear
less talk about Christian truth and, instead, will listen to more
reactions from all the churches, none of whom think of
themselves as “gravely deficient” daughters who must come
home to mother.
       They will hear those among the Orthodox and most
Protestant groups who say that they are the original and, often,
for all their faults, are the “full” bearers of salvation. Those who
overhear both sides, all sides, are more likely than before to
shrug shoulders and say, “Let you and them fight; I’m out of
here.”
       Let official Rome of today think of itself as mother. Each
church has a right to define itself. But if it is to forget its own
language and metaphors about brotherly and sisterly relations,
and thus stimulate competition about which church is more or
less deficient, more or less gifted with fullness, more or less
true, relativism will be the winner. And the valid search for
truth and unity, also the Vatican’s agenda, will be set back. As
it dare not be, if Catholics and non-Catholics alike are faithful
to their own declared mission to enhance Christian unity at the
beginning of the third millennium.
       
       

Martin E. Marty is professor emeritus of the History of
Christianity at The University of Chicago. He observed and
reported on the third session of Vatican II in 1964, when the
Decree on Ecumenism has passed, and has been active in
ecumenical conversations ever since. For four decades he has
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also been on the editorial staff of the ecumenical magazine, The
Christian Century.
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